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Cape York e:

Farming bio fuel crops in Cape York has the potential to grow
local jobs and dramatically reduce reliance on increasingly
expensive polluting fossil fuels.
It is a little known fact that the people of Cape York are
among the largest per capita producers of carbon dioxide
in Australia. Generators consume millions of litres of diesel
each year to produce power on the Cape, resulting in 10,000
tonnes of carbon dioxide. The cost of this is four times higher
than grid-supplied power.
With fossil fuel prices likely to increase due to carbon taxes,
increasing demand and volatility of supplies, a pre-feasibility
study outlining the promising capacity for Pongamia pinnata
JYVWZ[VWYV]PKLHZ\Z[HPUHISLHUKWYVÄ[HISLIPVM\LSZVS\[PVU
to Cape communities has brought welcome news.
At the instigation of Balkanu a concept plan to develop
renewable energy sources was produced in collaboration with
Westpac Treasury, Ergon Energy and W2 Power which gained
Z\WWVY[MYVT[OL8\LLUZSHUK.V]LYUTLU[»Z6MÄJLVM*SLHU
Energy to conduct a pre-feasibility study.

At a glanc

7YLMLHZPIPSP[`PSS\Z[YH[LZ]PHIPSP[`HUKZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`VM
biofeul cropping in Cape York
/LJ[HYLZVM7VUNHTPH^PSSWYVK\JL[VUULZVMVPS
each year when in full production
;OLJYVW[OYP]LZVUTHYNPUHSHYLHZRLLWPUNMYLLWYPTL
agricultural areas for food crops
;LJOUVSVNPLZ[OH[HSSV^MVY[OLJY\ZOPUNHUKWYVJLZZPUNVM
the crop are possible in Cape York
:THSSLYZJHSLHUKY\YHSYLTV[LIHZLKWYVK\J[PVUHUK
WYVJLZZPUN^PSSILULÄ[WVVYPUKPNLUV\ZJVTT\UP[PLZHUK
reduce reliance on welfare
0[^PSSOLSWTLL[Y\YHSLULYN`ULLKZHUKYLK\JL[OLLULYN`
needed to transport bulky fossil fuels.
-YLLOVSKSHUKOHZILLUPKLU[PÄLKPU/VWL=HSLMVY
immediate pilot cropping
(U\YZLY`MVYZLLKZ[VJR^V\SKILLZ[HISPZOLKH[[OLWPSV[
site
*VYWVYH[LWHY[ULYZOH]LL_WYLZZLKPU[LYLZ[PUM\UKPUNH
pilot crop in 2011

INDIGENOUS SPECIES
Pongamia is native to Australia, is a fast-growing tree
and produces a seed that can be harvested and crushed
to produce bio oil. It has the potential for high-oil seed
WYVK\J[PVUHUKÅV\YPZOLZVUTHYNPUHSSHUK
The tree can live for up to 100 years, with the potential to not
only produce oil to replace fossil fuels, but also to absorb
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. The waste produced
from processing of Pongamia seeds is a nutritious feed for
cattle, sheep and poultry.

Balkanu, W2 Power, and Congress of Clans representatives
inspect a pongamia plant nursery at Caloundra, Qld.

SEED FUNDING NEEDS
Indicative Establishment Costs
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includes:
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A number of technological processing options, converting
seeds into oil then biodiesel, will need to be assessed
to determine which is the most viable. Options include
large-scale bio diesel production, a convenient mobile ‘Bio
*\IL»WYVJLZZVYHUKHÅL_PISLZ`Z[LTWYVK\JPUNIV[OIPVVPS
and bio diesel.
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It is recognised that the availability of land and legal
ownership of land is critical to establishment of the project.
:\P[HISLSHUKOHZILLUPKLU[PÄLKULHY[OL(IVYPNPUHS
[V^UZOPWVM/VWL=HSLHUKWYLSPTPUHY`[HSRZOH]L[HRLU
place with traditional landowners. Freehold land has been
inspected in this area which would be ideal for a 100
hectare pilot plantation.

The year ahead
Balkanu and its partners will seek further funds to:
-PUHSPZL[OLSHUKHUKSLHZPUNVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVYWSHU[PUN
:LSLJ[[OLTVZ[HWWYVWYPH[LNLUL[PJZ[VJRMVYWSHU[PUN
+L]LSVWHKL[HPSLKJVYWVYH[LZ[Y\J[\YLHUKI\ZPULZZ
WSHUMVYH:WLJPHS7\YWVZL=LOPJSL[VTHUHNL[OLWYVQLJ[
-PUHSPZL[OL[LJOUVSVNPJHSYLX\PYLTLU[Z
Research published by Australian Research Centre for
Integrated Legumes suggests that biodiesel produced from
Pongamia oil stands favourably against other vegetable oil
based sources in terms of production cost and environmental
impact.

:LLRQVPU[]LU[\YLM\UKPUN[VPTWSLTLU[[OLWYVQLJ[
/VWL=HSLPZJ\YYLU[S`[OLTVZ[SPRLS`SVJH[PVUMVY[OL
plantation(s) and Balkanu and partners hope to build a
nursery in 2011 and establish a trial plantation in 2012.

For further information contact:

John McIntyre
Balkanu Cape York Development Corporation Economic Opportunity
Stream Leader - Cape York Welfare Reform
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